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Recently, there has been a rapid increase in interest regarding social network analysis
in the data mining community. Cognitive radios are expected to play a major role in
meeting this exploding traffic demand on social networks due to their ability to sense
the environment, analyze outdoor parameters, and then make decisions for dynamic
time, frequency, space, resource allocation, and management to improve the utilization
of mining the social data. Cognitive Social Mining Applications in Data Analytics and
Forensics is an essential reference source that reviews cognitive radio concepts and
examines their applications to social mining using a machine learning approach so that
an adaptive and intelligent mining is achieved. Featuring research on topics such as
data mining, real-time ubiquitous social mining services, and cognitive computing, this
book is ideally designed for social network analysts, researchers, academicians, and
industry professionals.
1. Income Tax : An Introduction, 2. Important Definitions, 3. Assessment on Agricultural
Income, 4. Exempted Incomes, 5. Residence and Tax Liability, 6. Income from Salaries,
7. Income from Salaries (Retirement and Retrenchment), 8. Income from House
Property, 9. Depreciation, 10 . Profits and Gains of Business or Profession, 11. Capital
Gains, 12. Income from Other Sources, 13. Income Tax Authorities, 14. Clubbing of
Income and Aggregation of Income, 15. Set-off and Carry Forward of Losses, 16.
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Deductions from Gross Total Income, 17. Assessment of Individuals (Computation of
Total Income), 18. Computation of Tax Liability of Individuals, 19. Deduction of Tax at
Source, 20. Procedure of Assessment, 21. Penalties, Offences and Prosecutions, 22.
Appeal and Revision, 23. Tax-Planning, 24. Recovery and Refund of Tax, 25. Advance
Payment of Tax. Provisions and Procedure of the Filing the Return of Income and eFiling of Income Tax and TDS Returns, Rebate and Relief in Tax Examination Papers
SYLLABUS Unit-I : General Introduction of Indian Income Tax Act, 1961, Basic
Concepts : Income, Agriculture Income, Casual Income, Previous Year, Assessment
Year, Gross Total Income, Total Income, Person Assessee, Residetial Status and Tax
Liability, Exempted Income Unit-II : Income from salary, Income from house property.
Unit-III : Income from Business and Profession, Capital Gains, Income from other
sources. Unit-IV : Set off and Carry forward of Losses, Deductions from Gross total
Income, Clubbing of Income, Computation of Total Income and Tax Liability of an
individual. Unit-V : Assessment Procedure, Tax deducted at source, Advance Payment
of Tax, Income Tax Authorities, Appeal, Revision and Penalties.
Apart from summarising the financial developments, reforms and policies over the past
decades of the financial system in Singapore, this second edition of the Singapore
Financial Sourcebook has been completely updated, revised and expanded.
Special edition of the Federal Register, containing a codification of documents of
general applicability and future effect ... with ancillaries.
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A reference covering Singapore's financial sector and the its strategy for
becoming a financial center of global importance. Financial institutions are
described in detail, as are the operation of the key markets and Singapore's
regulatory institutions and strategies. This edition highlights developments in
Singapore's financial services industry.
"5 solved Question papers and 5 self-assessments papers and 5 selfassessment papers with hints covering important concepts from an examination
perspective. All typologies of questions specified by CISCE included for better
examination success . On tips notes for quick revision . Answering tips for better
understanding of the concepts. Mind maps to unlock the imagination and come
up with new ideas. Examiner comments for clearer thinking."
The digital age has presented an exponential growth in the amount of data
available to individuals looking to draw conclusions based on given or collected
information across industries. Challenges associated with the analysis, security,
sharing, storage, and visualization of large and complex data sets continue to
plague data scientists and analysts alike as traditional data processing
applications struggle to adequately manage big data. Big Data: Concepts,
Methodologies, Tools, and Applications is a multi-volume compendium of
research-based perspectives and solutions within the realm of large-scale and
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complex data sets. Taking a multidisciplinary approach, this publication presents
exhaustive coverage of crucial topics in the field of big data including diverse
applications, storage solutions, analysis techniques, and methods for searching
and transferring large data sets, in addition to security issues. Emphasizing
essential research in the field of data science, this publication is an ideal
reference source for data analysts, IT professionals, researchers, and
academics.
Singapore's leading tech magazine gives its readers the power to decide with its
informative articles and in-depth reviews.
Current developments: a weekly review of pollution control and related environmental
management problems -- Decisions (later published in bound volumes. Environment reporter.
Cases) --Monographs -- Federal laws -- Federal regulations --State air laws -- State water laws
-- State solid waste, land use laws -- Mining.
The Code of Federal Regulations is the codification of the general and permanent rules
published in the Federal Register by the executive departments and agencies of the Federal
Government.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 10th IFIP WG 12.5 International
Conference on Artificial Intelligence Applications and Innovations, AIAI 2014, held in Rhodes,
Greece, in September 2014. The 33 revised full papers and 29 short papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions. They are organized in the
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following topical sections: learning-ensemble learning; social media and mobile applications of
AI; hybrid-changing environments; agent (AGE); classification pattern recognition; genetic
algorithms; image and video processing; feature extraction; environmental AI; simulations and
fuzzy modeling; and data mining forecasting.
This book is a comprehensive & authentic book on ‘Business Laws’, as per revised structure
which was implemented from Academic Year 2019-20. The objective of this book is to impart
basic knowledge of the important business laws relevant to conducting general business
activities in physical and virtual spaces along-with relevant Case Laws. The learning outcomes
for this book are as follows: · Understanding the basic aspects of contracts for the making the
agreements, contracts and subsequently enter valid business propositions · Handle the
execution of special contracts used in different types of business · Learn legitimate rights and
obligations under the Sale of Goods Act · Acquire skills to initiate entrepreneurial ventures as
LLP · Understand the fundamentals of Internet based activities under the Information and
Technology Act This book aims to fulfill the requirement of students pursuing the following
courses: · [Paper BC 2.2 | B.Com. (Three-year/6-semester)] B.Com. (Prog.) registered with
Choice Based Credit System (CBCS) under Regular Colleges · Non-Collegiate Women’s
Education Board · School of Open Learning | University of Delhi · Other Central Universities
throughout India · BBA/MBA · Students of CA-Intermediate or Company Secretaries The
Present Publication is the 6th Edition, authored by Sushma Arora, with the following
noteworthy features: · [Most amended] The current edition incorporates the following
amendments: o Jammu & Kashmir Reorganisation Act, 2019 (w.e.f. 31st October, 2019) o
Provisions regarding incorporation of LLP have been updated in the Chapter on Formation and
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incorporation of LLP o The latest provisions regarding taxation treatment of LLP have been
inserted for A.Y. 2020-21 & 2021-22 in the Chapter on Financial disclosures and taxation of
LLP o Threshold for filing application for CIRP increased to 1 Crore as per 24th March, 2020
Notification o COVID-19 protection for LLP debtors as per 5th June, 2020 Notification has been
incorporated in the Chapter on Winding up and Dissolution of LLP o The amendment to the
Second Schedule of the Information Technology Act, 2000 (dated 5th March, 2019) has been
inserted in the Chapter on Digital Signature o Under the Information Technology Act, 2000, the
content regarding Certifying Authorities has been updated in the Chapter on Regulation of
Certifying Authorities · The subject-matter is presented in a simple, systematic method along
with comprehensive explanation of the concept and theories underlying business laws. ·
[Student-Oriented Book] This book has been developed, keeping in mind the following factors:
o Interaction of the author/teacher with his/her students in the class-room o Shaped by the
author/teachers experience of teaching the subject-matter at different levels o Reaction and
responses of students have also been incorporated at different places in the book ·
[Incorporated examples/case studies] which are derived from Landmark Rulings · [Chapterwise Case Laws] have been provided in the beginning of the book. It also covers the Case
Laws recommended by the Dept. of Commerce, Delhi University · [Test questions/practical
problems along-with hints & true/false questions] are given at the end of each chapter to
provide students a thorough practice in solving examination questions · [Past examination
question] for Business Laws have been provided at the end of the book for the reference of
students, to have a clear idea of questions normally asked o B.Com. (Hons.) SEM I, 2011 o
B.Com. (Hons.) Part I/SEM I, 2012 o B.Com. (Hons.) Part I/SEM I, 2013 o B.Com. (Hons.) Part
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I/SEM I, 2014 o B.Com. (Hons.) CBCS/SEM II, (May-June) 2016 o B.Com. (Hons.) CBCS/SEM
II, (May-June) 2017 o B.Com. (Hons.) CBCS/SEM II, (May-June) 2018 o B.Com. (Hons.)
CBCS/SEM II, (May-June) 2019 o B.Com. (Hons.) CBCS/SEM II, (August) 2020 · The contents
of the book are as follows: · Indian Contract Act, 1872 o Nature, Meaning, Essential and Kinds
of Contract o Offer and Acceptance o Consideration o Competency of the Parties to Contract o
Free Consent o Legality of Object and Consideration o Void Agreements and Contingent
Contracts o Discharge of Contract o Quasi Contracts o Remedies for Breach of Contract o
Indemnity and Guarantee o Contract of Bailment and Pledge o Contract of Agency · Sale of
Goods Act, 1930 o Nature and Formation of Contract of Sale o Conditions and Warranties o
Transfer of Property o Performance of Contract of Sale o Unpaid Seller and his Rights ·
Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008 o Introduction to LLP: Nature and Scope o Formation
and Incorporation of LLP o Partners and their Relations in LLP o Financial Disclosures and
Taxation of LLP o Conversion to LLP o Winding up and Dissolution of LLP · Information
Technology Act, 2000 o Introduction to IT Act: Scope and Application o Digital Signature o
Electronic Governance o Attribution, Acknowledgement and Despatch of Electronic Records o
Regulation of Certifying Authorities o Cyber Contraventions, Adjudication, Appellate Tribunal
and Offences
Identifies and describes specific government assistance opportunities such as loans, grants,
counseling, and procurement contracts available under many agencies and programs.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th International Conference on
Document Analysis Systems, DAS 2006, held in Nelson, New Zealand, in February 2006. The
33 revised full papers and 22 poster papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected
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from 78 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on digital libraries, image
processing, handwriting, document structure and format, tables, language and script
identification, systems and performance evaluation, and retrieval and segmentation.
Management Consulting industry is growing rapidly in India. There is a strong need among
consulting professionals for sharing cross-functional and emerging-sector experience. Case
studies from business schools fulfill this need partly, but small and individual consultants need
more access to experiential learning. This book is designed to fulfill this need as well as to
serve as a core reading in the curriculum of business schools. Leading consultants from India
share their experiences in these areas of Management Consulting: o Strategic Marketing, o
International Marketing, o Brand Management, o Human Resource Development, o Executive
Search, o Mergers and Acquisitions, o Project Finance, o E-Governance, o Corporate
Governance, o Institution Building, and more. This book would also be useful as training
material for individual and small consultants who come from varied backgrounds. Larger Indian
as well as international corporations would also find these experiences helpful in getting
assignments and in their actual implementation in the local Indian conditions.
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the 6th International
Workshop on Graphics Recognition, GREC 2005, held in Hong Kong, China, August 2005.
The book presents 37 revised full papers together with a panel discussion report, organized in
topical sections on engineering drawings vectorization and recognition, symbol recognition,
graphic image analysis, structural document analysis, sketching and online graphics
recognition, curves and shape processing, and graphics recognition contest results.

The widespread use of XML in business and scientific databases has prompted the
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development of methodologies, techniques, and systems for effectively managing and
analyzing XML data. This has increasingly attracted the attention of different research
communities, including database, information retrieval, pattern recognition, and
machine learning, from which several proposals have been offered to address problems
in XML data management and knowledge discovery. XML Data Mining: Models,
Methods, and Applications aims to collect knowledge from experts of database,
information retrieval, machine learning, and knowledge management communities in
developing models, methods, and systems for XML data mining. This book addresses
key issues and challenges in XML data mining, offering insights into the various existing
solutions and best practices for modeling, processing, analyzing XML data, and for
evaluating performance of XML data mining algorithms and systems.
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